
Christleton High School  

Curriculum Overview

Performing Arts Department Ethos
To develop the potential of all students, through engaging, challenging and rewarding lessons and extra-curricular activities, whatever their innate 
level of ability or ‘talent’. At KS3 we seek to engender a passion for the process of creating, performing and evaluating across disciplines. At KS4/5 
we aim to build on this with an appropriately proportioned academic and practical approach to the study of Performing Arts or Music, developing 

students into fully rounded, creative young adults ready for higher education or employment. The performing arts are a powerful form of 
communication and expression; involvement in them helps to foster a positive attitude and improves emotional wellbeing.  Additionally, we 

support students in the development of thinking skills, increased perception, imagination, creativity and physical co-ordination skills which can be 
transferred to other areas of experience and learning. 



2. How do 
we 

organise 
learning?

1.What 
are we 

trying to 
achieve?

3.How 
well are 

we 
achieving 
our aims?
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Curriculum
vision

The curriculum aims to:

Develop students into happy, hardworking and caring people, who aspire to be the best they can be and ensure their aspirations are brought to life

Core values of Cheerful Caring Committed Collaborative Creative

Focus for 
learning

Attitudes- determined, respectful, 
dedicated, helpful

Habits- resilient, resourceful, 
reflective and collaborative

Skills- literacy, numeracy, ICT, 
personal, learning and thinking skills

Knowledge and understanding- subject 
expertise to shape our knowledge of the 

world

Approaches 
to learning inside 
and outside of the 

classroom

The curriculum as an entire planned learning experience underpinned by a broad set of common values and purposes

Varied approach- matched 
to learning need e.g. 
enquiry, instruction, 

practical

Assessment-
fit for purpose 
and integral to 
teaching and 

learning. 
AFL

Summative 

Personalised-
offering 

challenge and 
support to 
enable all 

learners to make 
progress

Retrieval-
in the form of low stake testing to 

help students with long term 
knowledge gains without pressure

Metacognition- encourage 
learners to reflect on their own 

learning

Learning Habits-
students are given 

opportunities to work 
collaboratively, 

reflectively 
resourcefully and with 

resilience

Targeted resources-
matched to learning 
need- use of time, 

space, people, 
materials

Knowledge and 
skills

Curriculum content Oracy, language and literacy ICT
SMSC, Healthy mind 

and body
CEIAG (pathways)

Problem solving,
reasoning and 

numeracy

The Performing 
Arts Creative 

Journey

KNOW
Music: elements; notation; terminology; 
musicianship; genre & style; world music; 
ICT & music tech; music history; analysis; 

media; links to other art forms; 
practitioner

Drama: techniques; stimulus types; 
effective working methods; timescales; 

practitioners; genre & style 

CREATE
Imagination; inspiration; stimulus response; 

passion; confidence; solo; collaboration; 
empathy; critical judgement

Music: Compose; improvise; style; structure; 
sense of completeness; idiomatic

Drama: Devise; improvise; character; vocal; 
physical; interpretation; method; style; 
structure; aims & intentions; audience

REFINE
Teacher feedback; self-analysis; peer 

response
Music: Dynamics & articulation etc.; 

mix-down; balance; extension; texture; 
idiomatic

Drama: Direction; questioning 
approach; media & technical elements; 

props; costume

PERFORM
Music: Accuracy; flair; style; 

confidence; consistency; extension; 
variety; ensemble; projection
Drama: Blocking; interaction; 

reaction; proxemics; adaptability; 
confidence; style; flair; humour

EVALUATE
Considered judgements for self & 

others; thoughtful; supportive; 
collaborative; precise; helpful; link 
to brief or stimulus; demonstration 

of knowledge; plans for 
improvement & retrieval

Evaluating 
impact

To ensure teaching and learning is effective so that learners understand quality and how to improve

Look at whole 
child e.g. progress 

and personal 
development

Uses information
intelligently to 

identify areas for 
development

Use a wide range of 
measures, both 
qualitative and 

quantitative

Creates a continuous 
improvement cycle

Uses a variety of 
techniques to 

collect and analyse 
information

Choose 
assessments 

that are fit for 
purpose

Ensure all 
information is 

quality assured by a 
“critical friend”

Convey impact to 
all stakeholders in 

a simple clear 
format

How we
measure the 

impact

To secure

ATTAINMENT
Mastery curriculum with ongoing formative and summative 

assessment recorded in student booklets. Clear expectations to 
Starting Points and beyond. SIMS and assessment data to inform 

specific needs. Reports. Standardisation meetings.

PARTICIPATION
SIMS effort data. Contribution to 

the learning of self & others. 
Involvement in extra-curricular 

activities.

EXCELLENCE
Extension work for our most able 

students. ‘Setting’ in Year 9 
according to PA strengths to prepare 

for KS4.

CONTINUATION
Music & Perf Arts are growing in popularity at KS4 and beyond. Our 
pathways (vocational for Perf Arts and academic for Music) are well 

considered to provide the best opportunities for pathway progression 
and leading to successful destinations in further education and 

employment.


